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5 Reasons Cross Training is
Important for Athletes
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1. Decreased Risk of Injury: Through cross training, an athlete is less is
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Top 5 benefits of cross training includes:
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4. Develop Dynamic Flexibility: By working out multiple muscle groups,
athletes can develop much greater dynamic flexibility than when you
focus on one area of the body. By trying new exercise or activities,
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5. Aid in Healing: In some cases, cross training can allow the body to
togethers with family and friends. This recipe
recuperate faster from injury; this is because other exercises can
directly improve the condition caused by regular activity. Using
alternative exercises not only gives the body the opportunity to heal,
but in many cases
will also help stretch and strengthen parts of the
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INGREDIENTS
body that are in pain.
• 1 tsp Dijon mustard
• 4 bone in pork chops
Our first priority for athletes is to help prevent injuries and cross
• 2 minced garlic cloves
• 1/3 cup soy sauce
training is a great way to do that. If you begin to experience an ache or
• 1/4 tsp black pepper
• 2 tbsp brown sugar
pain, that is the first sign that something is wrong. Working through it
•
2
tsp
Worcestershire
sauce
can increase muscle weakness and decrease flexibility until ultimately
an injury occurs. Before you get to the point of injury and have to stop
DIRECTIONS
training, come see us. We will provide an encouraging environment
with the goal of getting you back to your sport as quickly and safely
1. Put the chops and marinade together in a large plastic bag
as possible.
and rub in generously
2. Marinate overnight
3. Preheat the grill to medium heat

Corner!
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4. Put chops on the grill over indirect heat for about
4-5 minutes each side until they reach an internal
temp of 145°
5. Let them rest for about 3 minutes and enjoy!

